Discrete-time multiserver queues have been successfully used in the performance evaluation of computer and communication systems in various contexts such as TDM, voice-data integration, deflection routing and more recently, ATM-switching technology. In digital communication systems, buffers are used for the temporary storage of digital information awaiting transmission via some communication channel(s). Usually, information presents itself in the form of fixed-size packets, and synchronous (slotted) transmission is used so that the buffers can be modelled as discrete-time queuing systems. In this article, performance analysis of space division output buffered switches operating in an ATM multimedia environment is presented. Fixed size packets arrive onto the switch inputs in each time slot. The switch is modelled as a discrete-time, batch arrival, multiserver queuing system, with infinite buffer and geometric service times. The main contribution of this work is using multiserver case and geometric service time. Many performance measures such as System occupancy, Queuing time, Unfinished work and Waiting time are analysed. Probability Generating Functions (PGFs) and expectations for the corresponding random variables are derived. The results of the analysis have been verified in many ways. First, they have been used to generate the results of some previous analyses as special cases. Second, they obviously seem to preserve classical queuing relations (e.g. the famous Little's formula). Last, they have been shown to generate intuitively acceptable graphs, when translated into numerical values.
INTRODUCTION
Performance analysis is the study of the performance and behaviour of computer systems in order to make choices in the design, selection or procurement of these systems and their components that balances computer system performance with cost. Thus, systems such as: processors,operating systems, computer architecture and organizations, network configurations,languages and databases are all subjects of investigation and optimization [1] . There are many different ways to measure the performance of a network, as each network is different in nature and design. There are two basic areas of performance analysis one measurement and analysis of systems and the other modelling.. For measurement and analysis we need statistics and data analysis methods, mathematical expressions and measures and experimental design tools, while for modelling we need probability, queuing theory, simulation techniques and state transition diagrams that allow the network planner to analyze how the network will perform in each state, ensuring that the network will be optimally designed [2] .
An ATM network is made up of an ATM switch and ATM endpoints. Examples of ATM endpoints are workstations, routers, digital service units (DSUs), LAN switches, and video coder-decoders (CODECs). In the ATM switch, the ATM cells have to be transported from an inlet to one or more outlets. In principle, an ATM switch shall perform the following two basic functions: switching and queuing [3] . Queuing is the primary factor determining the performance of a switch. The queuing can be simply classified into four categories. These are determined by the physical location of the queues: at the inputs, the outputs, inputs and outputs, or shared queuing. In output queuing solution, every output port must be able to accept cells from every input port simultaneously during one time slot [4] . However, only a single cell may be served by an output port, thus causing possible output contetion. The possible output contetion is solved by queues which are located at each output of the switch fabric and allow it to store multiple cells which may arrive during one time slot.
Recently, with the advent of ATM-based multiservice networks, a renewed interest in discrete-time models becomes apparent. Usually, the quantities studied in these investigations are the buffer occupancy, system occupancy, and the delays (waiting times) experienced by the packets in the buffer. At many instances, discrete-time multiserver queues have been successfully used in the performance evaluation of computer and communication systems in various contexts, such as TDM [5] , voice-data integration [6] , deflection routing [7] and more recently, ATM-switching technology [8] .
In [9] , [10] , [11] the delays in various multiserver systems are investigated, and in [12] packet delays in single server systems with various types of first order Markovian correlated arrival processes are studied. Also, the discretetime queues with or without server interruptions have received great attention in the scientific literature. Both single server [13] and multiserver [14] have been analysed. One of the earlier papers is the analysis by [15] , who investigated a finite multiserver queue without server interruptions. Most authors, however, analyse an infinite system [16] . Some make specific assumptions about the arrival process [17] while general independent arrivals are considered elsewhere [18] . Several models have been used to describe the interruption process. Models with correlation can be found in [19] , [20] .
While both analytical and numerical results have been obtained on many occasions with respect to performance measures related to the buffer contents distribution [21] , [12] for the case of multiserver [14] , [22] as well as for the single server case [23] the derivation of delay characteristics has received much less attention in the past. More specifically, analytic results have been limited primarily to the single server case, whereas the multiple server case has mainly been investigated by means of numerical methods.
In most cases, analytic results concerning the delay are limited to the mean value of the packet delay [16] which can be obtained by means of Little's Theorem, although other performance measures related to the delay, such as the variance and the tail distribution, are equally important for a wide range of applications, including system design in ATM-based B-ISDN networks [24] . In a number of papers [19] delays are analysed for single server queueing systems where packets arrive according to an correlated arrival process. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Next section introduces the mathematical model assumptions. In sections 3 and 4, we calculate the PGF of system occupancy, the expected value of system occupancy, and introduce some numerical examples. Section 5, 6, and 7 are for calculation of PGFs of unfinished work, queueing time, and waiting time respectively. Section 8 gives expectations, numerical examples and final results. Last section is for conclusion.
All the computations in this paper have been verified with Mathematica [25] .
MODEL ASSUMPTIONS
First of all, it is assumed that the switch operates in a discrete time manner. That is, the time axis is divided into slots, each equal to the transmission time of one packet. Non-negative integers k = 0, 1, · · · , are assigned to the individual slot boundaries. Time interval [k, k + 1) is referred to as slot k + 1. Furthermore, most of the quantities considered in the article are RVs, all of them non-negative and integral valued.
The switch has the following assumptions, largely reflected by Figure 1 . There are N input ports and N buffered output ports, each with c channels. The arrivals at the input ports are Bernoulli processes. That is, monitoring an arbitrary input port, every slot a packet will arrive with probability r and will not arrive with probability r = 1 − r. This implies that the arrival rate at any port is r packets per slot. Also, it implies that the packet interarrival time is geometrically distributed with parameter r.
A packet that has arrived at an input port is routed in the same slot to its requested output (a channel). The probability that the packet requests a particular output port i is cN , for all i = 1, 2, · · · , N . The packet request is independent of the input port it arrives into. It is clear that the probability of having a packet arrival in the output buffer, coming from any given input link, during any given slot, is equal to r cN . As the arrival processes on different input links are independent, it is thus clear that the total number of packets arrivals during each slot has a binomial distribution with parameters N and r cN , i.e. with expected value r c . Also, the total numbers of packets arrivals in the buffer during different slots are independent RVs. So, the arrival process can be modelled by a binomial distribution It can be seen from the above assumptions that the traffic into the switch, out of the switch, and inside the switch is uniform. As a consequence, modelling the switch reduces to modelling an arbitrarily 'tagged' output port. Unless otherwise indicated, the word 'the port' in the sequel will refer to this tagged output port. Buffered, the port can be conveniently modelled as a queueing system. In every slot, a batch of packets arrives at the port from the input ports. These packets wait in the buffer until they are served out of the port, hence out of the switch.
The port can be looked upon as made up of two parts: the buffer and the c channels. The buffer is of infinite capacity and is used to host packets arriving from the input ports. The time the packet spends in the buffer is called queueing time. The c channels are used to host the departing packets. Physically, they could be registers. The time the packet spends in the server (channel) is called service time. The sum of the queueing time and the service time is Time Axis
Fig. 2. The system occupancy in two successive slots
called waiting time. If a packet arrives into the port, it enters either service, if there is an available channel for it, or a queue, if there is no available channel for it. In all cases, entering service or queue takes place exactly at the beginning of the slot following the arrival slot. This implies that a packet is not considered to be in the port in its arrival slot. If a packet is being served during a particular slot, it may finish service only at the end of that slot. As indicated in Figure 2 , in each slot k, A k = 0, 1, · · · , N , packets arrive from the input ports into the port. The A k are independent and identically distributed (iid) RVs. Note that due to the uniformity of the traffic, the arrival rate into the port, r, is the same as those into an input port.
Let a i and A(z) be the common distribution and common PGF of the A k . That is
where the notation E [·] denotes the expectation of the RV between brackets. It can be easily shown that
Let D k+1 be the number of class 1 packets that will leave the port at the end of slot k + 1 with distribution d i . In each slot a packet leaves a server with probability s or does not leave with probability s then the number of departing packets per slot follows a binomial distribution. This implies that the service times of packets are geometrically distributed with parameters s. Let X k = 1, 2, . . ., be the service time of the packet that arrives into the port in slot k. It is clear that the X k are iid. Let x i and X (z) be the common distribution and common PGF of X k . From the assumptions, it can be shown that x i = ss i−1 , and that
3 SYSTEM OCCUPANCY Let P k = 0, 1, · · · , be a RV denoting the port occupancy in slot k, with distribution p k i and PGF P k (z). That is
Looking at the existing packets P k at slot k as independent trials where in each slot a packet leaves a server with probability s or does not leave with probability s, then the number of packets served by the end of slot k + 1 (D k+1 ) is going to depend on P k , with the following conditional distribution
The evaluation of the system occupancy in two successive slots k, k + 1 can be described, in view of figure 2, by the following RV equation
Using (6) and all the possible combinations of P k , D k+1 in (4), then applying (5), and after some manipulation, we get
At the steady state,
To define the PGF P (z), given by (8) completely, we have to define the unknown probabilities p j , j = 0, 1, . . . , c − 1. We will apply Rouche's Theorem to the denominator of (8) , and proceed to consider points ξ n , within the unit disk for which the denominator of (8) 
For any such point ξ n , |ξ n | ≤ 1, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , c − 1 we must have a simple zero. It can be shown that the function P (z) is bounded within the unit disk |z| ≤ 1 therefore, both the numerator and the denominator of (8) must be zero for the same values of z. Then substituting with the zeros ξ n in the numerator of (8) and provided that A(ξ n ) = 0, we get
which are c − 1 equations in c unknowns. The equation number c needed to solve for the unknown probabilities comes from the normalization condition P (1) = 1 but let us first write (8) , in the form
Taking the first derivative of (12) at z = 1, thus
Applying the normalization condition to (11) after applying L'Hospital's rule, we get
where A ′ (1) = r c . Now, equating (13) and (14), hence 
which are c equations in the c unknowns p j , j = 0, 1, . . . , c − 1, and can be solved numerically to find the unknown probabilities, as soon as the value of c is specified. Now, to continue our calculation and measurement we have to define the value of c, by taking some special cases for c.
Case 1 : PGF of the System Occupancy When c = 1.Substituting for c = 1 in (8), thus
After finding p 0
Case 2 : PGF of the System Occupancy When c = 2.Substituting for c = 2 in (8), thus
After calculating p 0 and p 1 , we get
EXPECTATIONS AND NUMERICAL EXAM-PLES

Expected Value of the System Occupancy When c = 1
To ease the calculation of the expected value of the system occupancy let us write (18) , in the form
Taking the first derivative of (22) at z = 1, using L'Hospital's rule twice, and after some manipulation, we will get 
Expected Value of the System Occupancy When c = 2
Taking the first derivative of (20) at z = 1, we can show that
where σ 1 , σ 2 are given by
.
Now we introduce many numerical examples which verify the results. From figure (3) we note that, the expected value of the system occupancy for c = 1 increases when increasing the arrival rate of the packets for a given values of N, s. In the same figure, it is easy to note that the expected value of the system occupancy decreases also when the service rate of the system increases. Figure (4) gives us the relation between the expected value of the system occupancy and the service rate of the system for r = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and N = 8. As should be, the system occupancy decreases as the service rate increases and vice versa. Again, we will focus on the expected value of the system occupancy but for c = 2. In figure (5), the expected value of the system occupancy is plotted as a function in the service rate for arrival rate r = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and N = 8. As clear in the figure, the expected value of the system occupancy increases when the service rate decreases for a given arrival rate. Moreover, as the arrival rate increases and the service rate increases, this gives the best
As a final conclusion of the results, we introduce figures that show a comparison between the system measurements for both cases when c = 1, c = 2. It is very clear in figures (6) and (7) that the system measurements are improved by using multiserver (c = 2) rather than single server, as we should expect.
UNFINISHED WORK
Before deriving the PGF of the unfinished work, let us define the following: 
2. Let X be a RV representing the service time of an arbitrary packet, i.e. it represents the number of slots that an arbitrary packet spends in service, with geometric distribution x i and PGF X(z). That is
, and (28)
3. Let X (i) be a RV representing the service time of the ith packet of all the packets arrived in the same slot i.e. it represents the number of slots that this packet spends in the server, note that the RV X (i) has the same distribution as X.Let G k be a RV representing the service times of the packets arriving together in slot k, with distribution g i and PGF G(z). That is
4. Let L k+1 be a RV representing the amount of work done (measured in slots) during slot k + 1, with distribution l j . Clearly L k+1 depends on U k with the following conditional distribution
The unfinished work in two successive slots k, k + 1 can be described by the following RV equation
Using (32) and all the possible combinations of U k , L k+1 in (27) then applying (31), and in view of probability theorems, after some manipulation, we reach
Taking the limit of (33) at the steady state, as k → ∞, and solving for U (z), so
For defining unknown probabilities u i , 0 ≤ i ≤ c − 1 consider points ξ i , i = 1, 2, . . . , c − 1 within the unit disk for which the denominator vanishes. So ξ
Also, it can be shown that
Equations (35) and (36) are c equations in the c unknowns u i , i = 0, 1, . . . , c − 1 and they can be solved to find the unknown probabilities. Then (37)
QUEUING TIME
To derive the PGF of the queueing time let us focus on an arbitrary packet that arrived in slot k. The queuing time of this tagged packet consists of two parts. The unfinished work of the system at the end of slot k − 1 and The service time for all the packets arriving in slot k but served before the tagged packet. Let us define the following: Let Q k be a RV representing the queueing time of the tagged packet arriving at slot k, i.e. it represents the number of slots that this packet spends in the queue, with distribution q k i and PGF Q k (z). Let F k be a RV representing the number of packets arriving in slot k but served before the tagged packet with distribution f k i and PGF F k (z). Let V k be a RV representing the service time of the packets arriving in the same slot as the tagged packet but served before it, That is
where X (i) , represents the service time of the ith packet of the packets served before the tagged packet. Let L k be a RV representing the amount of work done in slot k with distribution l n .From the previous assumptions we can conclude that the queueing time can be expressed by, the following RV equation
Computing the value of the factor E z
(42) Using (39) we can derive an expression for V k (z), it is given by
Substituting V k (z) from (43) in (42) and taking the limit of it at the steady state, as k → ∞, thus we will have (42) in the form
Now, substituting for U (z) from (37) in (45), and after some manipulation, thus
After the derivation of F (z), it is given by
Substituting for z = X(z) in (47), thus
Substituting for F (X(z)) from (48) in (46), therefore
where X(z) is given by (28).
WAITING TIME
Let us define the RV W k to represent the waiting time of an arbitrary packet "tagged packet" at slot k with distribution w k i and PGF W k (z). That is
To derive an explicit formula for W k (z) we note that the waiting time of the tagged packets in the system at slot k consists of the queueing time of the packet added to the service time of this packet, so they are related by the relation
where X k denotes the service time of the tagged packet. At the steady state, as k → ∞, (52) will be written in the form Substituting for Q(z) from (49) in (53), we finally get
where X(z), is given by (28).
EXPECTATIONS AND NUMERICAL RESULTS
Expected Value of the Unfinished Work
The expected value of the unfinished work of the system at the steady state can be found from (37) by evaluating the first derivative of U (z) at z = 1. It can be shown that
Expected Value of the Waiting Time
To obtain an expression for the expected value of waiting time of a packet we will apply Little's Theorem [26] . When c = 1, from (54), we will have
and when c = 2, using (54), we will have
Case 1: c = 1. Calculating A ′′ (1) and Substituting in (56), hence As obvious in the figures (8) and (9), the expected value of the waiting time of a packet increases when the arrival rate of packets increases but it decreases when the service rate of the packets increases as it is clear in figure (9) . where σ 1 , σ 2 are given by (58). Figure (10) shows that the expected value of the waiting time increases due to the increase in the arrival rate for a given service rate and as the service rate gets lower the expected value of the waiting time gets bigger, as expected.
Final Results
Figures (11) and (12) give comparisons between the expected waiting times for both cases when c = 1, c = 2. It is very clear in both figures how the expected waiting times are improved by using multiserver (c = 2) rather than one server as we should expect. 
CONCLUSION
In this article the main contributions have been using multiserver case and geometric service time. The switch as a whole has been modelled as a discrete time, multiserver server, batch arrival, infinite buffer queueing system, with geometric service time. We have obtained PGFs for four performance measures: occupancy, unfinished work, queuing time and waiting time. The PGFs have been used to derive the corresponding expectations. The results of the analysis have been verified in many ways. First, they have been used to generate the results of some previous analyses as special cases. Second, they obviously seem to preserve classical queueing relations (e.g. the famous Little's formula). Last, they have been shown to generate intuitively acceptable graphs, when translated into numerical values. All the computations in this paper have been verified with Mathematica
